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We make
Connections!

With our mobile yard ramps, loading platforms, dock levellers with telescopic lip, industrial doors and scissor lifts, we create the conditions for the forwarding trade and the entire loading industry to load and unload economically.

» Our Products
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BUTT GmbH – Verladerampen & Industrietore

The manufacturer of loading systems.

Mobile yard ramps, dock levellers, dock shelters, dock houses, scissor lifts, industrial doors and customised solutions for the entire loading industry are developed and produced at our own manufacturing plant in Großenkneten, Lower Saxony, Germany. BUTT GmbH is a family-run, medium-sized company with over 90 employees.

BUTT Verladerampen-Industrietore exclusively employs its own personnel. With our products, we ensure economic efficiency, mobility and quality. With us, you receive everything from a single source: Our qualified teams are always available to assist.


+49 (0) 4435 / 9618-0



butt@butt.de




























Stay up to date



All News					
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Proud sponsor of the U14 team of TSV Waldtrudering from Munich!

We support you on and off the field.


2024-04-08 08:20


Read more … Proud sponsor of the U14 team of TSV Waldtrudering from Munich!
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35 years of passion and experience!

A heartfelt thank you to our employee Reinhard Lange for his long-standing loyalty and contribution to the success of our company.


2024-03-26 14:22


Read more … 35 years of passion and experience!
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Introducing our new specialized ramp, redefining flexibility!

With individual height adjustment on both sides, it effortlessly adapts to various building and vehicle heights.


2024-03-06 16:54


Read more … Introducing our new specialized ramp, redefining flexibility!
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Setting new standards in the logistics sector!

Our mobile specialized ramp establishes new benchmarks with a load capacity of over 30 tons and an impressive roadway width of over 4 meters.
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Read more … Setting new standards in the logistics sector!
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We're excited to announce that we're now the official sponsor of VfB Oldenburg!
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Read more … We're excited to announce that we're now the official sponsor of VfB Oldenburg!
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Congratulations,

on passing your journeyman's examination!


2024-02-06 20:19


Read more … Congratulations,




















Here’s what our customers have to say




Customer feedback


On this page, we present some of the feedback that we have received from customers to give you an even better impression of our company.











WSP Germany AG

I would like to thank you for the productive cooperation and the timely delivery of the ramp.
We had agreed the delivery date with the parties involved a long time ago and last week the ramp was delivered and installed on the agreed day without any problems.

We wish for every project to have reliable partners like you.

Congratulations for the work done and here's to a good future cooperation!

Thank you very much.




HJR Material Handling

Three hours fifteen minutes was the time for unloading a semi-trailer with machinery. This was done with our forklift and a platform. With our new BUTT loading ramp, we only need about 35 minutes to unload a semi-trailer. The loading ramp speeds up and simplifies the daily logistics for us.

The team from HJR Material Handling in the Netherlands can only compliment the high quality. The compact design and the special construction for low machines make logistics much easier for us. Above all, much safer and more effective to work with.


Our large cleaning machines, which clean up to 15,000 M2 per hour, are no longer shipped on a heavy and expensive wooden pallet, but simply driven up the ramp onto the truck.
All this benefits the environmental balance.




Calmit GmbH

Dear Mr. Butt:

Thank you very much for the uncomplicated and quick handling of our order. We were very satisfied from the first contact, the advice and technical coordination to the quick delivery of the loading ramp. The loading ramp is already successfully in use!

Mr Katzinger, Calmit GmbH, A-4820 Bad Ischl




BayWa AG Supply Chain Management Agrar

Hello Mr. Butt,

I would like to thank you for the smooth process regarding the loading ramp in Freiberg.

The ramp fits and is already in use.

Many thanks & best regards
Rene Hartmann




Hydrotec

Good day,
as discussed with my colleague, I am sending you our positive review, we are writing this review free of charge and solely based on our positive experience with the company Butt, their service and their product. At the beginning of 2020, we had a feed bridge from the company BUTT fitted to a container loading point after our old model was no longer functional. The company carried out both the dismantling and the installation of the new bridge. The difference to the old feed bridge (a product of a competitor of BUTT) is outstanding. The loading of our goods is now much quicker, easier and more trouble-free than it was before. The workload reduction for both the forklift drivers and the truck drivers is enormous. Our employees in the logistics department have described the feed bridge as "really great - five out of five stars". In summary, we can say that we are very satisfied and recommend the products and services of the BUTT company with a clear conscience.

For this reason, we would like to express our gratitude to the BUTT company once again by means of this evaluation.
and thank them very much".




Conmetall Meister GmbH

Hello Mr Hanßen,
Thank you very much for the excellent work. We found the installation team very competent and very pleasant to deal with. Requests regarding deadlines etc. were dealt with immediately, simply a "super team". Please pass this on to others.




Firma: J.v.S. Maschinenfabrik, Oldenburg

Hello Mr. Stanke,
You mentioned our satisfaction with the cooperation with the company Butt. We felt very well understood and looked after by Butt, both in the advice you gave us, the implementation of our wishes and also in the installation of the loading ramps. The ramps were also implemented to our complete satisfaction. We will continue to rely on Butt in the future whenever the need arises.




Bosch Powertrain Solutions

Hello Mr. Butt,
I would like to thank you, with a little time to spare, for the good and smooth cooperation. From the consultation to the delivery and instruction, everything was to our complete satisfaction! Thank you.




Das Baustellenteam der Fa. Klebol.

Hello Mr. Stanke,
I can only recommend a cooperation with Butt. Already from the telephone calls, where a cooperation is signalled, one can see that a joint cooperation will take place. The handling of the measure is targeted and practical. The owed personnel reports to the construction site, as is now often no longer practised, with the registration of the personnel. The Butt team is optimally equipped with transporter platforms and other accessories. The trained personnel know their work, so that it is handled without major problems. Contact between Butt and the construction site is maintained at all times. After the work has been completed, there is a discussion with the skilled personnel and the so-called visual inspection. Simply put: Working with Butt runs smoothly and is fun. The staff and the quality are right.








ZF Lemförder Achssysteme Ges.m.b.H., Lebring AT

Hello Mr. Butt
Positive feedback on the new mobile ramp. It is already in use. Delivery and assembly by Butt impeccable.

Yours sincerely/child regards
Daniel Pisano




KENTAUR AG Schweiz

Dear Mr Butt
I would like to thank you very much for the loading ramp. The feedback from the employees is extremely positive! The ramp is very stable and makes unloading easier for us. Everything fits wonderfully and we are happy. I wish you all the best!

Kind regards




Klarmann Bau- und Landmaschinen GmbH

Good morning,
All I can say about the process at your company is: 100%. We were both absolutely satisfied. It was also nice to be able to take a tour of the factory to see how the ramp is produced. All in all, it was a very professional transaction. The ramp makes an absolutely high-quality impression. I would especially like to mention your driver. Unfortunately, it is not often that someone has such an exemplary and friendly appearance as a driver at the customer. He briefed all the employees and explained the ramp in detail. Even small scratches on the ramp, which are unavoidable due to unloading and which I did not even see, were repainted by him on site. Such drivers are a top advertisement for the customer. We would like to thank you again for the quick solution and the friendly reception as well as the factory tour. Should we need anything again, we will of course come to you and have already recommended you to others.

Yours sincerely, M. T.
Assistant to the management




Friesoyther Bandweberei Güth &Wolf GmbH & Co. KG

Dear Mr. Stanke,
The installation work has been carried out and completed. I would like to thank you and your team for the smooth handling and the very good result (perfect function). Please also give my best regards to Mr. Röwe on this occasion.

Best regards
w.Plaggenborg
Friesoyther Bandweberei Güth & Wolf GmbH &Co. KG




Firma: Rieck Entsorgungs-Logistik

Dear Sirs,
After we received our long-awaited Butt ramp last Thursday, we would like to take this opportunity - also on behalf of the management - to thank you once again for your commitment and the spotless handling. From the consultation before the order to the order processing to the delivery and instruction by your friendly and extremely helpful driver, Mr. Ziegeler, we felt that we were in good hands as a customer with you at all times. We will definitely recommend you to others.

P.S. The colour blue also suits the ramp very well.




Druckfarben AG

Hello Mr Röwe,
Yesterday the loading ramp was delivered to us, today it is already successfully in use. In this context, I would like to express our full satisfaction. The service was really excellent. Your driver, Mr. Z., handled the unloading of the new ramp and the loading of the old ramp with confidence and complete routine. Afterwards, we received a detailed and very practical introduction to the device. He also answered our questions. Finally, he removed small, transport-related blemishes by means of RAL 2002".

Thank you & Greetings
MK
Group Manager Incoming Goods
Druckfarben AG.




Fa. Schell Grüntechnik, Aachen; Herr Hellebrandt

Good morning,
The above-mentioned gates were delivered and installed last week. Everything worked very well. The gates are really very high quality. Your fitters did a very good job. CONCLUSION: EVERYTHING VERY GOOD. I can only warmly recommend you! Best regards from Aachen




Verlag Nürnberger Presse

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
Today in the morning hours I accepted the loading platform delivered by you. A quick, clean assembly by your employees made the acceptance very easy for me. It was browsing the internet about 1 year ago that brought Butt to my attention. I felt I was in good hands with them right from the start and the rescheduling also went smoothly. My colleagues in Ansbach have also become customers of Butt and now there are 2 massive monuments from the far north here in Middle Franconia. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the good cooperation. If you, Mr. Butt, are in the vicinity, just drop by - I would be delighted.




Bauunternehmen K.

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear Mr. Apeler,
The above-mentioned building project was completed on time. Also due to your reliable and conscientious performance, the execution went excellently. Your company convinced us with a qualitatively good performance Thank you very much for completing your order on time and in a professional manner. It was a pleasure to work with you. Your company made a good impression on us, which is why we would like to consider you for future construction projects. We wish you all the best for your next construction tasks!

Kind regards




Rapp Industrieplaner AG

Personally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank the entire 'Buttschen' project team. In my opinion, we worked together very professionally & to the satisfaction of all involved and left the builder with a great product. Rest assured: the builder feels the same way. Should we have to handle a similar project again (lifting tables, fitting ramps, etc) we will certainly recommend you to our customers'.




Lanxes

We have been using the BUTT loading ramps for 25 years. The ramps are very robust. They also forgive driving errors. That's why we decided against the cheaper competitor.




Ruwido GmbH

We have been using the BUTT loading ramps for 25 years. The ramps are very robust. They also forgive driving errors. That's why we decided against the cheaper competitor.




Deutsche Bahn AG

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

We have been using one of your plants since 29.06.1999 and have now taken over another one from you since 09.02.200l. Already at that time we expressed that we are very satisfied with the handling of the order, starting with the first consultations with your staff, up to the delivery of the plant and the execution of the installation work and generally with the constructive design and the quality of the entire plant (loading lock). Now we have to and want to confirm this quality and the good cooperation again. Above all, we would like to underline this with the fact that in cooperation with your employee, an open point from the 1999 delivery, which has now been discovered, could still be eliminated without any problems.

We would like to thank you once again for this prompt service and the good cooperation.




H& D, Autor: Frau Laghaus

Dear Sirs!

Some time ago you offered us ramp buffers, which we have since fitted. These ramp buffers are by far the best we have used in this area.

With kind regards




BÄKO

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

We would like to thank the entire Butt team for their excellent advice, adherence to schedules and fast and reliable installation work, as well as for leaving the site clean. The advice and recording of the actual condition was very good and the fitters also did a first-class job. We wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.




W. AG, Autor: Herr Eichinger

We would like to confirm here that we are very satisfied with the execution of the ramp and are happy to recommend you! Thank you for the good cooperation! Kind regards




K+R Lager u. Sevice, Autor: Guido Bruchmann

Hello,
We have been working with a mobile loading ramp from BUTT for over 10 years now. We have never had a problem with this good piece of equipment, which has also made our work much easier and simpler!

Greetings from Mainz
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We are everywhere


Our locations






BUTT GmbH


Zum Kuhberg 6-12
D-26197 Großenkneten
Tel: +49 (0) 4435 / 9618-0
Fax: +49 (0) 4435 / 9618-15
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Berlin branch

Gewerbeparkstraße 14
D-16356 Seefeld
Fon: +49 (0) 33398 / 874-00
Fax: +49 (0) 33398 / 874-03






Munich branch

Fon: +49 (0) 89 / 456 00 00 7
Fax: +49 (0) 89 / 456 00 00 9






Lübeck branch

Fon: +49 (0) 4435 / 9618-0
Fax: +49 (0) 4435 / 9618-15
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We create connections – including between yard ramps and HGVs.

With our dock levellers with telescopic lip, dock levellers and scissor lifts, we create the conditions for the forwarding trade and the entire loading industry to load and unload economically.
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Kontakt




BUTT GmbH
Zum Kuhberg 6-12
D-26197 Großenkneten











+49 (0) 4435 / 9618-0


















+49 (0) 4435 / 9618-15
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